Southern California Municipal Athletic Federation
2009 Cross Country Champions

1K RUN

DIVISION 2003 GIRLS
First Place: Vianca Landeros 3:50.8
Second Place: Natasha Sorensen 4:46.1
Third Place: Emma Hill 4:57.2

DIVISION 2003 BOYS
First Place: Dominick Torres 3:48.6
Second Place: Jacob Blum 3:54.9
Third Place: Mathew McComas 4:00.3
Fourth Place: Dylan Chamas 4:23.2
Fifth Place: Jack Lansford 4:29.5
Sixth Place: Brandon Klunk 5:15.3
Seventh Place: Aidan Amadon 5:19.2
Eighth Place: Gavin Steen-Olsen 5:24.1
Ninth Place: Saturnino Ramirez 5:41.5
Tenth Place: Diego Maynard 6:07.6
DIVISION 2002 GIRLS
First Place: Brooke Bianco 3:40.2
Second Place: Stella Collin 3:45.5
Third Place: Ariel Morales 3:48.7
Fourth Place: Madeleine Dupee 4:15.1
Fifth Place: Anisha Fenske 4:13.9
Sixth Place: Tupelo Sullivan 4:17.1
Seventh Place: Morgan Perlmuter 4:17.9
Eighth Place: Julia Maynard 4:22.5
Ninth Place: Suvanna Ramirez 4:40.5

DIVISION 2002 BOYS
First Place: Antonio Diaz 3:40.4
Second Place: Cody Campbell 5:41.7
DIVISION 2001 GIRLS
First Place: Denie Stark 3:26.8
Second Place: Jasmine Alexander 3:30.9
Third Place: Samantha Martinez 3:58.4
Fourth Place: Christine Ferron 3:58.7
Fifth Place: Olivia Louis-Marie 4:10.0
Sixth Place: Tatiana Steen-Olsen 5:09.0

DIVISION 2001 BOYS
First Place: Carlas Perez 3:48.5
Second Place: Thunder Bird 4:00.6
Third Place: Casey Sorensen 4:04.8
2K RUN

DIVISION 2000 GIRLS
First Place: Jasmine Perry 8:34.8
Second Place: Hannah Fierstein 9:08.0
Third Place: Nika Volkonska 9:13.9
Fourth Place: Rachel Trabish 10:01.1

DIVISION 2000 BOYS
First Place: Brian McPhetridge 6:53.3
Second Place: Jose Perez 7:09.1
Third Place: Vincent Landeros 7:26.7
Fourth Place: Max Balderas 7:29.6
Fifth Place: Connor Sorensen 8:07.6
Sixth Place: Angel Gonzalez 8:31.9
Seventh Place: Christopher Velasquez 10:42.6
DIVISION 1999 GIRLS
First Place: Jamie Buckhart 8:45.8
Second Place: Cynthia Melendez 9:04.6

DIVISION 1999 BOYS
First Place: Charlie Sherman 6:24.8
Second Place: Bryan Lopez 6:43.06
Third Place: Peter May 7:28.5
Fourth Place: Haslun Goldman Bolsma 7:33.1
Fifth Place: Ivan Martinez 8:56.7
DIVISION 1998 GIRLS
First Place: Kyrien Wickersham 6:45.2
Second Place: Samantha Cabrera 6:57.6
Third Place: Laura Sussman 7:18.2
Fourth Place: Megan McComas 8:05.5
Fifth Place: Jessica Perez 8:43.5

DIVISION 1998 BOYS
First Place: Nicolas Gitter 6:19.2
Second Place: Andres Woodruff 6:34.8
Third Place: Eduardo Lopez 6:49.9
Fourth Place: Tyler Cheves 7:02.7
Fifth Place: Sebastian Louis-Marie 7:29.4
Sixth Place: Jason Velasquez 7:35.9
Seventh Place: Blaze Bird 7:39.9
Eighth Place: Leonard Kurne 7:40.3
3K RUN

DIVISION 1997 GIRLS
First Place: Rachel Shapiro 11:36.4
Second Place: Carlee Ressler 13:04.3
Third Place: Sabrina Estrada 16:08.0
Fourth Place: Katherine Mayhew 16:18.0
Fifth Place: Elisabeth Cortes 18:25.8

DIVISION 1997 BOYS
First Place: Anthony Teitelbaum 11:12.2
Second Place: Gabriel Santos 11:49.1
Third Place: Nickolas Jaime 11:58.1
Fourth Place: Jesus Perez 12:18.9
Fifth Place: Moises Luna 12:19.6
Sixth Place: Gavin Overturf 12:38.1
Seventh Place: Anthony Macias 12:44.6
Eighth Place: Bryan Klunk 13:09.9
DIVISION 1996 GIRLS
First Place: Melanie Deciga 11:13.7
Second Place: MacKenzie Gray 12:05.2
Third Place: Tanya Navarro 13:00.5
Fourth Place: Alexza Melendez 15:58.5

DIVISION 1996 BOYS
First Place: Bryce Wickersham 10:38.2
Second Place: Oliver Mandt-Rauch 10:47.7
Third Place: Joshua Chavez 11:06.6
Fourth Place: Dylan Appleby 11:22.1
Fifth Place: Manuel Ortega 11:49.7
Sixth Place: Ben Fullighi 12:02.1
Seventh Place: Sam Sherman 12:23.5
Eighth Place: Kyle Schruer 12:50.0
Ninth Place: Daniel Goodree 15:46.3
DIVISION 1995 GIRLS
First Place: Kayla Ferron 11:27.0
Second Place: Lara Jolicoeur 16:34.9

DIVISION 1995 BOYS
First Place: Jesus Bazan 14:12.6
Second Place: Monwook Jung 14:21.9